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The Tireless Archer 
An Adventure for Old School Hack by Andrew Shields 

 
Summary 
 
The characters meet a scholar who prepares them to go to a strange tomb, to gain an enchanted bow and quiver and 
also a set of records from centuries past. The characters travel by dirigible to get to the mountain-top tomb, gain 
entry past the defenses, and encounter the tireless archer. Upon defeating it, they get to the records and treasure, then 
return. Along the way they must cope with a vicious elf and her goblin servants. 
 
A note on maps: they are provided in the text and as player handouts as suggestions. If you want to do your own, or 
if your players do something totally different, go with it. 
 
Banditry on the Highway 
 
Motivation. The characters are together traveling on the road. That’s all you need to get started. 
• You can also interest them in as friends or enemies of the adventurers signed on to do the job (and maybe not 

kill their contact with bandits.) 
• Maybe they have dealt with Treylin before, or know she’s involved, and wish to thwart her. 
 
Killed for Papers 
 
The clangor of weapons, cries of the injured and dying; a fight! They round the corner to see a wagon overturned 
and burning, a number of horses loose, a couple caravan guards losing fights, and a group of bandits cornering a 
man in dark robes clutching a backpack. 
 
The bandits outnumber the characters at least three to one, and are quite willing to turn on them—until half of them 
are knocked down, then they’ll scatter into the forest, eventually regrouping back at their camp. 
 
• Bandits. AC 10, 1 wound. 
 
The Scholar 
 
If rescued, the man in dark robes will be guardedly grateful. He has large dark eyes, high cheekbones, a shaved 
head, and an aristocratic manner. However the characters handle this encounter, this is his situation. 
• His name is Veein Hook. He is from the University of Kamma. He is on a research expedition. 
• He had a number of guards, and four adventurers who were going to help in his research. All dead. 
• He’ll offer them a share of treasure if they help him get what he’s after. 
• He has come into possession of a map to a lost tomb in the mountains, and he has a contract with an individual 

who can arrange passage. 
 
• Veein Hook. Scholar 2. AC 8, 5 Wounds. Light weapon. Knows all relevant languages. 

o Cartographer. Constant ability. Can accurately read and draw maps. Upon studying a map, can 
identify one useful conclusion from it that others would miss. 

o Educated Poise. Constant ability. Can relate to nobility and the educated with comfortable ease, 
gaining +2 to any attribute needed in social dealings with them (usually cunning, daring, commitment, 
charm, and awareness.) 

 
He will not want to tell them the rest yet, but characters can be persuasive. This is what he knows. 
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• Warchief of the Nuliak. Warchief Agaraman led a tribe of the finest archers in the world, back in his time 
1,850 years ago. They allied with a cult of wizards, who enchanted weapons so they could fight together most 
effectively. The greatest mystic weapons were gifted to Warchief Agaraman, and due to succession squabbles, 
they were entombed with him—sort of. 

• Guardians of Agaraman’s Tomb. The wizard allies of the Nuliak made a number of protective measures for 
the tomb. 

o Mutter Pass. Apparently the wind blows through deformities in the rocks and makes an unnerving 
sound. And there are many traps for the unwary. 

o The Carnivorous Apes. Whether the wizards were involved, as the story goes, or not, a pack of white 
carnivorous apes have moved in to the tomb area and claimed it as their territory.  

o The Tireless Archer. The wizards made the Tireless Archer out of stone. This statue is animate, and a 
good shot, and equipped with the mystic bow and enchanted quiver of Agaraman.  

o The Frozen Treasury. The tomb itself is locked in ice, and the greatest treasures buried in ice. 
• Treasures of the Tomb. Since the wizards went to the bother of fortifying the place, they also put within a 

number of important treasures. 
o Geshmatch Cycle.  A shelf of books detailing the inter-dimensional demon war that took place almost 

3,000 years ago. Not wanting to lose the information, but fearing the danger it poses, they hid it. 
o Malaf Tribute. A pile of coins that were extracted from the undermountain dwarf clan Malaf. The 

wizards and archers stowed it here because defeating Malaf’s clan was the greatest achievement of 
Agaraman’s rule. 

o Piercing Rain. The name for the combination longbow and quiver. 
• Passage to the Tomb. Part of the difficulty is the tomb is on a rock that can only be reached after almost two 

days of arduous climbing, unless you can fly. Nasty flocks of venomous crows roost around these mountains, so 
that’s even more difficult. But now there is a dirigible that will help.  

o Effson’s Skyglider. Effson is an enigmatic elf who developed a dirigible and the expertise to 
maneuver in the mountains with it. He has a special solution to coat it to repel most of the venomous 
crows. For 1,000 gold he will take the expedition out and bring any survivors back. His reputation is 
solid with those in the area; he’s creepy, but fair and honest. 

 
The Papers 
 
If something awkward happens to the scholar, or they rob him, or they don’t trust him but get his papers somehow, 
the information is summarized in the backpack. 
• The Travels of Juliard Smithwyde Volume VIII: Agaraman’s Tomb. This adventurer made extensive study 

of the tomb, its treasure, and its defenses, and got further in (and back out) than any of his contemporaries. He 
has the descriptions of the tomb and surroundings. He was an accomplished mountain climber, done in by crow 
venom. It takes 6 hours of study to get a summary. 

• Passage to the Tomb. There is correspondence between Effson and Hook finalizing the details of the 
arrangement—1,000 gold to go out and back, they keep whatever they find. 

• Contract with Looters. He offered either 500 gold or a share of the treasure, and all of them chose treasure. 
• Heatrocks. There are 12 rocks carved with a glyph wizards will recognize as “fire.” If that word is spoken 

while a character holds a stone, it will flare to life. This costs the user 1 wound, pulling from life energy. But the 
heatrocks are designed to melt the ice so they can get to treasure! Placed on flesh they do 2 wounds a round. 
After 10 rounds, they cool again. 

• War Chest. In the wreck of the wagon is a chest with 1,200 gold—fee for passage, and expenses. 
 
The characters do not need Hook to take this pack of planning and manage the heist themselves. Hook could be 
useful. It is up to you and the players how this works out. The rest of the information assumes they use Hook’s 
planning to go after Agaraman’s Tomb. 
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The Adversary 
 
Treylin is a murderous elven spy. She lost an eye, and her throat was badly scarred, in single combat with a goblin 
warchief wearing bladed claw gauntlets; now she whispers only. She learned stealth from elves and goblins both, 
and is prepared to strike from cover to hit people where they are most vulnerable. 
 
She has taken an interest in the tomb as well, and plans to follow the characters through the defenses and steal their 
prize. She has a tribe of goblins that serve her; most are minions, but she has a core of guards. 
 
She arranged the ambush where the bandits attacked, hoping to get the papers Hook carried. If frustrated, she’ll trail 
along and bide her time, but strike if they ever seem vulnerable. 
 
Bandit Backtrail. If they beat a confession from a minion bandit on the road, all he will know is that a mean elf 
woman paid them 10 gold each to manage this; a fortune, to him. He can lead them back to the camp if they want. 
There, bandits are regrouping, and Treylin will proceed to kill all the bandits with her goblin minions—if the 
characters want to get involved, they can die here too. She will pull no punches, and she has lots of goblins. 
 
• Bandits. AC 10, 1 wound. 
• Goblins. AC 8, 1 wound. 

o Grapple. 1 AP. Instead of attacking, the goblin can fling itself on a foe, granting -2 to all actions until 
it is dealt with. 

• Goblin Elite. AC 10, 2 wounds. 
o Duck. 1 AP. Once per round, when hit in melee, the goblin can test Daring difficulty 7. If the goblin 

passes the test, then the blow misses. 
• Treylin, Elven Spy. Elf 5. AC 12. 5 Wounds.  +3 Cunning, +2 Commitment, +2 Awareness. (+2 initiative) 

o Perfect Accuracy. Once per arena, delayed attack. Delayed attacks with a ranged weapon get +2 to 
hit if not interrupted by the Attack turn. Outside combat, as long as you aim for at least a minute at 
something you can see, you will always hit it. You can initiate combat this way. 

o Forest Step. Constant ability. You get +2 to any roll the DM requires to travel from one arena to 
another. You are untrackable and never get lost in the woods. 

o Exploit Weakness. Rested, focus action. You can carefully observe that a foe has a weakness, and if 
you are able to successfully focus on it, subsequent attacks you make against it get a +2 bonus to hit 
and do an extra point of damage. 

o Shadowkin. Can do anytime, focus action. As long as there is a dark place nearby, you can quickly 
disappear, and anybody attempting to attack you must succeed at an Awareness check vs. your 
Cunning first. Once successfully in the shadows, you receive a +2 on your next attack, after which you 
are once again clearly visible. 

o Goblin Queen. Constant ability. You have won a tribe of goblins that revere you as their leader. They 
will kill for you, steal for you, die for you. 
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Arranging Passage on Effson’s SkyGlider 
 
Arrival at Effson’s 
 
The characters travel up a fairly steep road to a spire of rock with a tower built on it, and a sleek dirigible docked on 
an iron scaffold atop a stone tower. The dirigible is about 10 meters long and 3 meters wide, with an underslung 
cabin about 5 meters by 2 meters.  
 
As they arrive, they notice winged creatures (boonwings—they look somewhat like baboons with bat wings, a 4 
meter wingspan) lazily drifting overhead and perched on rocks here and there. They show no interest in the 
characters unless provoked. 
 
A cabin is built against the base of the tower, and Effson is sitting in the doorway smoking a pipe when they arrive. 
He meets them calmly, utterly unsurprised regardless of the circumstances. Whether or not they have Hook with 
them, if they have 1,000 gold, the deal is good. If not… well, he doesn’t want to take them. 
 
Effson wears leathers, a jacket with no shirt, a fang of some beast (maybe a boonwing?) hanging around his neck. 
His colorless hair is braided back out of the way. He has a brace of pistols and a rapier. His expression does not ever 
seem to change. He tells the group the winged monkeys are called boonwings, if they ask, but he doesn’t care to talk 
about why they are here or what his relationship is with them. 
 
Departure from Effson’s 
 
As soon as the party is agreed it is time to go, then the boonwings get agitated and start hooting and swooping. 
Goblins attack, led by elites. Their goal is to cause a distraction so a few goblin elites can sneak aboard the roof of 
the airship, under the baloon. 
 
The characters should feel part of a much grander melee; boonwings are battling goblins all over the slope as the 
goblins drive towards the dirigible. Effson races into the tower, up to the dirigible, and swiftly casts off lines to get 
underway and away from the goblins. The characters serve him best by keeping the goblins off the ship until it is out 
of their reach; Effson leaves the rope ladder down until they get aboard. 
 
It takes Effson three rounds to get to the dirigible, three rounds to cast off the ropes, and three rounds to get to 
escape altitude—at which point everyone should try to get aboard. 
o Climbing the rope is a Cunning, Daring, or Brawn activity (player choice) difficulty 8. 
o Falling in the tower is 1 wound. From the ladder, 2 wounds. From the dirigible, 3 wounds. 
 
• Effson, Elven Dirigible Pilot. Elf 2. AC 8. 5 Wounds. +2 Awareness. (+2 initiative) Light weapon, & 2 pistols. 

o Nimble Attack. Once per arena, focused attack. Do +1 damage and a cool effect. 
o Animal Friend. Constant ability. He has friends among the boonwings, one named Buttons sticks with 

the dirigible and leads others to help Effson. Effson can speak with animals. 
• Boonwings. AC 8. 2 Wounds. Like baboons with leathern bat wings. Light weapons—claws and jaws. 

o Swoop. As a focus action they swoop down and smack a target for 3 wounds on a hit. 
• Goblins. AC 8, 1 wound. 

o Grapple. 1 AP. Instead of attacking, the goblin can fling itself on a foe, granting -2 to all actions until 
it is dealt with. 

• Goblin Elite. AC 10, 2 wounds. 
o Duck. 1 AP. Once per round, when hit in melee, the goblin can test Daring difficulty 7. If the goblin 

passes the test, then the blow misses. 
 One of the goblins has magic chalk; it drew a doorway in the forest here, and when it draws a 

doorway somewhere else, the doorway will connect. So if the goblin can get to the tomb, or 
the area, with the characters… goblin backup! 
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Voyage to the Entry Shrine 
 
After 12 hours of serene flight, the Skyglider is among mountains. The occasional murder of crows take a pass at the 
dirigible, but about 6 boonwings crouch atop the balloon and chase the crows away, occasionally eating one with 
great pleasure. Characters are welcome to take potshots at the crows. 
 
• Deathbeaks. AC 12. 1 Wound. Evil crows the size of hawks. 

o Venomous Peck. 1 AP. They do 1 Wound with all beak attacks. (Otherwise they do no damage.) 
 
After another three hours, they are sailing into frozen winds, above the snowline. A more or less permanent storm 
has settled around a series of peaks, and the dirigible can get no closer. The only place to set down is a squat shrine-
like structure with a peaked steeple perfect for lashing the dirigible in place. 
 
Below, lumpy cragged snow. An Awareness 10 success indicates that a disturbing number of those lumps are 
alive… 
 
The Biting, Bitter Cold 
 
From here on, they must wear enough warm clothing to be 1 Heavy Object. If they do not, they must test Brawn 
difficulty 6 once per hour or they take 1 Wound. They regain no wounds from resting unless warmly dressed. 
Fortunately, Effson has a chest with some fur robes if they did not think ahead. 
 
The Shrine 
 
The shrine is a hexagonal shape, and inside it is a simple structure once divided by screens, for climbing pilgrims to 
rest. The interior of the shrine has simple mosaics depicting Agaraman, Warchief of the Nuliak, and their wizard 
allies in various scenes of celebration and victory. 
 
A road leads away into the frozen winds, to a rope bridge. From here, characters can hear the muttering grumble, 
rising to a growl or a shriek from time to time, of the storm blowing through shapes in the stones of Mutter Pass. 
 
Now, blending with the complaining stone, the hoots of the shrine guardians. The first wave of carnivorous apes 
attacks when either their disguise is blown, or the characters spread out, or it just seems like a good idea. With a 
scream baring yellowed fangs, the monsters lope over the snow with shocking ease and engage! If they hit stiff 
resistance, they try to throw armored enemies off the mountain… 
 
• Carnivorous Apes. AC 10. 2 Wounds. +2 Brawn. White fur, pink skin, Awareness difficulty 10 to see on 

snow. 
o Charge. 1 AP. They can move within or across an arena and attack at +2 to hit and +1 Wound. 
o Howl. 1 AP. Crying out as a focus action, they force foes to test Commitment difficulty 6 or be -2 on 

all rolls until the fight is over or 10 minutes pass. Multiple uses do not stack. 
 
If they are having too easy a time of it, attack them with deathbeaks when they are in awkward positions. The 
favored tactic of the deathbeak is to strike at those doing focus actions. 
 
More apes will likely climb up from lower on the slope to defend their territory, until the characters move out of 
their territory. They must go on or retreat back to the Skyglider. 
 
If the goblin elites managed to sneak aboard the dirigible, they will try to use the chalk to make a doorway on the 
wall of the shrine. Goblins will come through and fight the apes, driving them back; if possible, the goblins will 
subdue the characters. If they do, Treylin will come through and tell them they’re working for her now, if they want 
to live. 
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The Frozen Winds of Mutter Pass 
 
The Bridge 
 
The bridge connecting the Shrine to Mutter Pass is a rope for the feet, and a rope for each hand, a fragile V. Cutting 
the rope takes only 2 Wounds. Short of flying, there is no other way to cross. Monsters won’t attack the bridge.  
 
Crossing the bridge takes a Brawn or Daring test, difficulty 8. 
• Those who fail may test the Attribute they did not use the first time. 

o Those failing twice fall to their deaths. 
• Roping together gives everyone +2 to their tests, and allows those ahead of and/or behind the one falling to 

make another test difficulty 10 and if they succeed on the first or second roll, the falling is halted and a Brawn 
test by the one hanging, difficulty 6, gets everyone back up on the rope. 

 
Halfway across the rope bridge, characters are engulfed in the storm; it is strangely mild on the bridge.  
 
Mutter Pass 
 
Continuing through the storm to the gap in the mountain wall (Mutter Pass) they can see and hear the storm raging 
overhead, but only a chill breeze disturbs them in the pass. Mountains rise up into the storm on both sides, but there 
is an eerie fog-like ceiling over the pass itself. 
 
Strange Mutters 
At close range, the wind through stone throats seems to come from all directions; it is quite unnerving, and does not 
always seem to synch up with the gusts of wind, especially when an eerie stillness fills the pass itself and the wind 
sings through rocks higher up on the slope. 
• Pass a Conviction test difficulty 6 or be -2 to all tests in the pass. A focus action allows another roll as the 

character focuses and tries to pull it together. 
 
Ice Geysers 
The rock seems fissured and broken, with deposits of ice built up around the cracks. The storm blows down into the 
mountain, and when there is motion near the cracks, sometimes concentrated mystic cold gushes forth. 
• 4 wounds to those who just stand there, 2 wounds to those who use Daring to try to dodge, and no wounds to 

those who pass a Daring difficulty 6 test. 
 
Falling Rocks 
Now and then rocks are blown loose of the peaks—or does a strange intelligence guide their descent? Boulders 
hurtle down, and an Awareness difficulty 6 test detects their approach. 
• 8 wounds to those who just stand there, 4 wounds to those who use Daring to try to dodge, and no wounds to 

those who pass a Daring difficulty 8 test. 
 
Tombs 
The pass was also a burial ground for other members of the Nuliak tribe. Many niches are carved into the mountain 
pass and sealed with clay doors marked “tomb”; maybe the dead mutter? They rest comfortably unless disturbed. 
• If characters unseal tombs, might as well attack the greedy characters with skeletons. No treasure here. 

o Ten or so per tomb, where 3 at a time can attack a figure in the doorway—one of those will use a 
“push” action to try to pull the character into the tomb so all can attack. 

 
• Skeletons. AC 10. 1 Wound. 

o Grave Chill. 1 AP. Each time they hit, the target must succeed on a Brawn difficulty 7 test or take 
another wound from the intense cold of the bones. 

 
On the other side of the pass, a sturdy stone bridge stretches into deep fog that tumbles slowly in a curtain from the 
howling storm above… 
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Ice Tasting at the Entrance to Agaraman’s Tomb 
 
The stone bridge ends flanked by two big statues, one of Agaraman (a stern archer king) and the other of a great 
wizard (with a sword and staff and a crown of runes). Then a broad staircase swept by the wind but still icy rises to 
the grand entrance to the tomb itself, with a plaza on each side. 
 
The grand scope has allowed the entry and approach to be comfortable to the frost giant that climbed up here to get 
access to the delicious shades of mystic snow and ice. He lives in the antechamber. There, he bottles and wraps 
fragments of mystic snow, ice, and wind, and takes it to his community to share it. 
 
Vertical Arenas. Gepriak is 10 meters tall; characters must use ranged weapons or spend APs to attack him above 
the knees. He is 2 vertical arenas; to the waist in the arena where the characters are, then from waist to the head. 
Characters can get into his arena by climbing the rock face, climbing him, or by doing something unexpected.  
 
If Defeated. If Gepriak is seriously threatened, he will leap off the mountain; he is in no danger of falling to the 
ground, and he will either rest up and trail the party to attack when he has the advantage, or slink off demoralized, 
DM choice (and this could be based on how fast the characters thrash him.) He may also harass them with minions. 
 
• Gepriak, Frost Giant. AC 14+1. 12 Wounds. +10 Brawn. 

o Enormous Axe. His axe is 4 meters long and too heavy to lift. On a hit, it does 6 Wounds, +2 if hitting 
by more than 5. 

o Snowsouls. 1-5 AP (1 each). He can release souls from his axe to take shape in snow and ice, creating 
minions as a focus action. He can create up to 5 at a time in this way, they last for about an hour. 

 Snowsouls. AC 12. 1 Wound. 
• Chill Weapons. Test Brawn difficulty 7 or take +1 wound from any attack. 

o Stomp. 1 AP. As a focus action, he stomps on one character in the same arena as his feet. That 
character must try to dodge, or automatically die. If failing a Daring difficulty 10 test, take 4 wounds—
if passing, take 2 wounds. 

o Tough. He ignores the first wound from any attack. 
o Wind Ally. 1 AP. His weapons also act as a reach weapon, and he can attack adjacent arenas with a 

melee weapon. He can move up to 2 arenas 3 dimensionally if he is in a wind colder than freezing. 
 
To Gepriak, this storm is like summer twilight, so the doors to the antechamber are thrown wide to the pleasant 
weather. Inside, there are jars, bottles, and wrapped blocks of ice with labels in Vetchiu, the language of the ancient 
elementalists. The containers are labeled by what kind of magic lingers in what kind of chill substance. 
• Flavors include Secrecy Storm Wind, Snowsoul Extract, Vault Ice, Enchantment Dandruff, Guardian Breath. 
• In the corner, he has a bed of furs, from carnivorous apes, and a big pile of ape bones by his fire circle. 
 
He built a throne of ice over the entrance to go deeper into the tomb, but it can be seen with an Awareness test 
difficulty 8, and three successes with Brawn tests difficulty 10 or combined 10 damage from a heavy or very heavy 
weapon will clear the way. 
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The Glassy Approach 
 
The grand entrance to the inner tomb is a reflective glassy tube about 6 meters across that goes up at about 45 
degrees. It is flanked with statues of somber mourning women. The surrounding stone is flecked with mica, 
glittering in the dimness. It would be more beautiful without the mound of broken skeletons punctuated with arrows 
at the bottom of the glassy tube. Off to the side, a hole has been chopped through the stone, and snow drifts in. 
 
The Tube of Ice 
The giant tried to climb the tube, so the bottom half is scored with his greave-scrabbles and axe cuts. Repeatedly 
stung by the arrows, he gave up before climbing up half-way on any given attempt. 
 
The tube is 3 arenas, so characters must successfully move up three times without falling back, to reach the archer. 
• This climb is not a move action, but a focus action. Players may test Brawn or Daring. Those injured 

automatically fall. (The longbow fires arrows really hard.) 
• The first two arenas are difficulty 12 (because of the giant’s scarring efforts—characters can get handholds and 

footholds in the axe cuts or scraped ice.) 
• The third arena is difficulty 14. 
• Failure sends the character all the way to the bottom of the slide. Those behind the character must test again or 

be dislodged. No one takes damage. If more than one sliding character hits those below, add +2 to the difficulty 
to hold on for each additional falling character. 

 
The Tireless Archer 
A 2 meter tall statue stands at the top of the tube, firing the Piercing Rain down at those trying to climb up. The 
statue is pale granite, carved to resemble Agaraman himself, expressionlessly serene. 
 
Returning Fire. Characters can return fire, but they are unlikely to do much damage to the statue. Though there are 
3 arenas separating the top of the tube and the bottom, those on either end can use bows, slings, or firearms if they 
have line of sight. Thrown weapons cannot cross the distance. 
 
• Tireless Archer. AC 14. 10 Wounds. +4 Brawn, Commitment. +2 Awareness. Counts as Heavy Weapon. 

o Superb Archer. The statue is +1 to hit on all longbow attacks. 
 Piercing Rain. The name for the combination longbow and quiver; the quiver never runs out 

of arrows, and the longbow inflicts 2 wounds. 
o Tough. Ignores the first wound from any attack. 

 
Workarounds Do not suggest these to the players. This is guidance to help you react to their ideas. 
• The characters can climb out of the gap in the wall and try to get around outside. 
• The characters can fire arrows into the ice tube to create handholds; each successful hit of AC 14 reduces the 

difficulty to move through that arena by 1. 
• Characters can try to use daggers or light weapons to climb up, chopping little dents in the ice as they go. Using 

paired light piercing weapons reduces the difficulty by 2. 
• Let them be awesome. If they come up with something, hang numbers on it and let them go for it. This should 

be more like a cool scene from a movie than a plodding, methodical problem solving session. If they get bogged 
down in too much planning, attack them with apes, birds, giants, or something. 

 
Outside 
If they climb outside, they can try to scale the broken rock in the shrieking snowstorm. There are 4 arenas to climb 
through using Brawn or Daring, difficulty 10. Each round they fail they do not fall unless they roll a 1, in which case 
they are lost (unless they adjust the roll with Awesome Points to catch on to something.) Regardless, on a failure, 
they take 1 wound from snagging, jouncing, and slamming on sharp rocks. If this seems too easy, attack them. 
 
• Deathbeaks. AC 12. 1 Wound. Evil crows the size of hawks. 

o Venomous Peck. 1 AP. They do 1 Wound with all beak attacks. (Otherwise they do no damage.) 
 
Either they climb down through the broken dome of the Frozen Treasury, or reach the top of the Glassy Approach. 
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The Frozen Treasury Antechamber 
 
At the top of the Glassy Approach is a domed museum; the dome is 20 meters across and 5 meters high. The giant 
chopped a 6 meter hole and climbed down this way. The Tireless Archer retreated, and the giant allowed it to, 
plundering different flavors of ice from the treasury and leaving the rest of the treasure for another day. 
 
Characters may either make it up the Glassy Approach or climb up outside, following the giant’s route down 
through the dome; if they do, they must still confront the Tireless Archer. 
 
The far side of the room seems woven in crystal, or strange strands of ice, across a half-circle. There are 3 galleries 
behind the ice wall. One leads to the library, one to the tribute, and one to the resting place of the king. 
 
Melting the Ice. One heat rock tossed or placed by the crystal will melt a 2 meter cubic area. Three heat rocks are 
needed to get into the tribute or library area, and one more to release the treasure there. Three are needed to get to 
the king, but that chamber is free of much ice, as it is the Queen’s lair and the location of the egg sac.  
 
IySpider Tribe 
A huge IySpider (pronounced “ice spider”) queen lairs in the king’s burial chamber. She has a maturing brood ready 
to spread through the mountains, and also an egg sac that hatches with an ominous chittering tearing squelch as the 
characters consider what best to do. The hatchlings are very hungry and they want something warm. 
 
• Queen IySpider. AC 12. 10 Wounds. She is about the size of a horse, mottled blue and white, crusted with ice. 

o Icewater Venom. Those she bites (light weapon attack) test Brawn difficulty 8 or take 1d5 wounds 
and a -4 penalty to all rolls as their blood tries to turn to ice water. The penalty fades -1 per hour. 

o Varied Weapons. She counts as having both light weapons (fangs and mandibles) and reach weapons 
(legs) and she can use either as is most advantageous. 

o Ice Phase. She can move through ice as though it was not there, cling to ice as though gravity was 
helping, and ignore ice-based attacks. 

 
• IySpider. AC 10. 2 Wounds. About the mass of a human. Mottled blue and white, crusted with ice. 

o Spring. 1 AP. The target must be out of melee range to begin with, but in the same or an adjacent 
arena. If the IySpider hits, the target must react as though the IySpider attempted Impede, but with no 
counter-attack; failure, and the target is prone and counts as Cornered. 

o Icewater Venom, Varied Weapons, Ice Phase. 
 
• IySpider Hatchling. AC 8. 1 Wound. About the size of a human head. Translucent. 

o Chill Grapple. 1 AP. At least 3 hatchlings must be involved to use this ability. Instead of attacking, on 
a Move the hatchlings can cling to a target on a successful attack roll—the target can counter-attack 
here and also attack during the attack action. The target immediately loses 1 Wound and is -2 to all 
activities. The character counts as being in a Tight arena (as do any others trying to help) while under 
hatchlings. Up to 3 waves can flow on the character at once (total about 9-20 hatchlings), each using 
the Chill Grapple every round until the character dies. 

o Ice Phase. 
 
After dealing with the Tireless Archer, the room should feel oddly breathless and serene. Then with a shiver sound, 
like sleet on a crust of ice, the hatchlings gush out. While they occupy the characters’ attention by swarming, the 
bigger ones sidle out to the side and pounce on those still up.  
 
You have as many spiders as you need to make this fun. If things are going poorly for the characters, all the spiders 
can withdraw, and the mama spider can come out to “finish them off”—then when they murder her, the others are 
demoralized and scurry away. 
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The Frozen Treasury: Geshmatch Cycle 
 
On the left, 6 meters of icy tunnel separate the antechamber from the library. The ice can be removed by using 1 
heat rock per 2 meters, or by scoring 12 damage from a heavy or very heavy weapon. 
 
The Library. At the back, a reading stand and torch stands around it, and a single shelf with six hoary ancient tomes 
coated in ice. They are bound in crimson demonleather with brass hinges and locks, their exterior writings in 
soulstitched ether only wizards and scholars can read. 
• Three books count as a heavy item for encumbrance purposes. 
• The books can only be opened with secret passwords. 
• Each aggressive act towards the books does 1d5 wounds to the aggressor. 
• These books detail the inter-dimensional demon war that took place almost 3,000 years ago. Not wanting to lose 

the information, but fearing the danger it poses, the wizard clan hid it here. 
 
The Frozen Treasury: Malaf Tribute 
 
On the right, 6 meters of icy tunnel separate the antechamber from the treasure chamber. The ice can be removed by 
using 1 heat rock per 2 meters, or by scoring 12 damage from a heavy or very heavy weapon. 
 
The Treasure Chamber. There are 3 chests, gold from the Malaf Mint, a legendary forge of an exceptionally war-
like clan of dwarves. Beyond the value of the gold, as artifacts the coins are worth double to scholars, possibly up to 
triple as a set. 
• Each chest counts as a very heavy object and contains 5,000 gold coins. 
• The chests are made of the heartwood of iron trees, bound in mountain steel and dragonleather. They do not 

have locks, and they are not trapped. 
• Murals in this chamber show the humbled dwarves from the smoking mountain paying tribute to Agaraman. 
 
The Frozen Treasury: Piercing Rain 
 
The longbow and quiver were made out of a phoenix. The bow is woven and melded wing bones, the bowstring is 
an enchanted attenuation of the heart of the mighty creature; it will re-grow in 1d5 days if cut. The arrows were 
formed from mystically reshaped pinfeathers. Their fletching is flame-colored, the shafts themselves black, and the 
heads a red-tinted copperish metal. The weapons shift colors based on mood of the wearer, weather, and aetheric 
winds, always with an earthy/flame color scheme. 
 
When the arrows are fired, then about ten seconds later they crumble to dust and re-form in the quiver. Therefore, 
the quiver never runs out. It holds about 20 arrows. 
 
The longbow inflicts 2 wounds with every arrow it fires. 
 
Mystic objects generally run for 400 gold each, and as a set these would probably fetch about 1,000 gold. 
 
The Frozen Treasury: Agaraman’s Resting Chamber 
 
Fortunately the IySpiders are mystic constructs imbued with weird life, rather than regular animals or vermin. The 
queen crouched her for centuries, but didn’t befoul the place. The room has glyphs celebrating Agaraman’s life all 
around the walls, and on a slab in the center, his body is laid out in state. Only bones remain, and hair from his beard 
and flowing locks now matted and brittle with time and cold. There is no treasure here, only peace and quiet. 
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The End Game 
 
Treylin and the Goblins 
If the goblins managed to get through to the Entry Shrine with the magic chalk doorway, maybe they’ve been 
ghosting the characters, or maybe they confronted them and compelled them to work for Treylin. You know your 
group, and their resourcefulness and tolerance for setbacks. 
• Maybe Treylin foolishly confronts the group and gets a thrashing for player catharsis. 
• Maybe Treylin negotiates with them while they are vulnerable on a bridge, captures them, robs them, and 

releases them with a rasping whispery laugh. 
• Maybe Treylin is sulking back in the city, staking out the scholar’s venues, and ambushes them with intent to 

rob when they go to fence their ill-gotten gains (weighted down and encumbered for a round or two!) 
 
Use her and her tribe as are most amusing and appropriate for the game. If she works out as an infuriating opponent, 
use her again and again! If she’s boring, maybe they kill her off or she loses interest after this clash. 
 
Selling Loot 
If Hook is alive and/or with the party, he’ll pay top dollar for the loot. That’s 4,500 for the chests of coins, 6,000 for 
the books as a set, and 2,000 for the Piercing Rain set (or any subdivision, though he’ll want sets instead of pieces.) 
Taxes on all this equal 10%. 
 
Without Hook, they’ll have to figure out contacts and the delicate negotiation with scholars; making their own 
contacts, they probably max out at 3,000 for the chests of coins, 4,000 for the books as a set, and 1,000 for the 
Piercing Rain set. Taxes are 10%. 
 
On the black market, they can dump this stuff fast for 2,000 for the coins, 1,000 for the books as a set, and 800 for 
the Piercing Rain set. On the bright side, no taxes. 
 
Scholars may also pay 1,000 gold for sketched maps and detailed accounts of the experience; this includes 
descriptions of the monsters, the layout and condition of the tomb, the storm and bridges, and so on. About 2 days of 
interviews will get all this information out to the skilled questions of the scholars. If they have more or less 
information and cooperation to offer, modify the payday by up to 500 more or less. This has no salvage tax. 
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Names and Places Quick Reference 
 
The Highway. A group attacked by bandits. 
• Veein Hook. Leader of the caravan, from the University of Kamma, on a research expedition. Scholar 2. AC 8, 5 Wounds. 

Light Weapon. Knows all relevant languages. Cartographer, Educated Poise. 
o He hired a caravan with guards, and 4 adventurers (who want a share of the loot) to find a tomb. The adventurers 

are dead. Hook is willing to hire adventurers for a share of the treasure each. 
 All he wants to tell them is that he has a map to a lost tomb in the mountains, and passage. 

o He has a satchel of books with all the information they need to pull the heist, and a chest with 1,200 gold to pay 
for expenses. 

 A book, The Travels of Juliard Smythwyde Volume III: Agaraman’s Tomb. The climber researched 
and made notes before dying, takes 6 hours to get a summary. 

• Mutter Pass. Wind blows through deformities in the rocks. Unnerving, traps. 
• The Carnivorous Apes. White carnivorous apes claim the tomb area.  
• The Tireless Archer. The wizards animated a stone archer, with mystic bow and quiver.  
• The Frozen Treasury. The tomb and the greatest treasures are buried in ice. 
• Warchief Agaraman led the Nuliak, finest archers in the world, 1,850 years ago. They allied 

with a cult of wizards who enchanted their weapons. Due to succession squabbles, the 
Warchief’s weapons went in his tomb. Other protected treasures were put there as well. 

o Geshmatch Cycle.  Books about the inter-dimensional demon war 3,000 years ago.  
o Malaf Tribute. Gold from the dwarf clan Malaf. Here because defeating Malaf’s 

clan was the greatest achievement of Agaraman’s rule. 
o Piercing Rain. The name for the combination longbow and quiver. 

 Effson’s Skyglider. Correspondence between Effson and Hook on the travel arrangements. A dirigible 
to the site for 1,000 gold, arrangement and location. 

 Contract with looters, 500 gold or a share of the treasure (they all chose a share.) 
 Heatrocks. They do 1 wound when activated, melt ice for a 2 meter diameter. 

• Bandits attack the caravan. They can be interrogated or trailed to reveal a bandit camp, where goblins will try to kill all the 
surviving bandits. 

• Treylin, Elven Spy. Scarred, missing an eye and most of her voice. Elf 5. AC 12. 5 Wounds.  +3 Cunning, +2 Commitment, 
+2 Awareness. (+2 initiative). Perfect Accuracy, Forest Step, Exploit Weakness, Shadowkin, Goblin Queen. 

 
Effson’s Dirigible Dock 
• Effson, Elven Dirigible Pilot. Colorless braided hair, pistols, sword. Elf 2. AC 8. 5 Wounds. +2 Awareness (+2 initiative). 

Nimble Attack, Animal Friend (Buttons and the boonwings.) 
• TheGoblin Plan. The goblins are to trail the characters, get aboard the gondola of the airship (with goblin elites, one 

equipped with magic chalk that can draw a doorway and connect to a doorway back in the woods with Treylin and the rest 
of the goblins.) They want the characters to win through the obstacles and gain the treasure, then give it to Treylin. 

 
BITING, BITTER COLD. From here on, they must wear enough warm clothing to be 1 Heavy Object. 
If they do not, they must test Brawn difficulty 6 once per hour or they take 1 Wound. They regain no wounds from resting unless 
warmly dressed. Fortunately, Effson has a chest with some fur robes if they did not think ahead. 
 
Agaraman’s Tomb 
• The Entry Shrine. Hexagonal. Once divided by screens. Murals of success to show climbing pilgrims. Carnivorous apes 

have this territory. Goblin elites (if they infiltrated) will try to draw the door on the shrine. 
• Mutter Pass. Rope bridge to entry shrine, stone bridge to tomb. Icy blasts, voices, sealed tombs, falling rocks. 
• Agaraman’s Tomb. A frost giant, Gepriak, at the entry gathering delicacy magic ice. The Glassy Approach or outside 

climb, guarded by the Tireless Archer statue. The Frozen Treasury, guarded by IySpiders; a queen, her brood, and 
hatchlings.  

 
• Gepriak, Frost Giant. AC 14+1. 12 Wounds. +10 Brawn. 2 Arenas tall. Enormous Axe, Snowsouls (with Chill 

Weapons), Stomp, Tough, Wind Ally.  
• Tireless Archer. AC 14. 10 Wounds. +4 Brawn, Commitment. +2 Awareness. Counts as Heavy Weapon. 

Superb Archer. Armed with Piercing Rain. Tough. 
• Queen IySpider. AC 12. 10 Wounds. She is about the size of a horse, mottled blue and white, crusted with ice. 

Icewater Venom. Varied Weapons. Ice Phase.  
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The Scholar 
 
The Scholar is interested in the “archeology” and “lore” side of loot—and can use them to get you to the 
more shiny variety. 
 
Inherent—Expert Linguist 
• Knows all local languages, probably knows dialects encountered. For difficult, dead, or unknown 

spoken or written language, a few minutes and an Awareness test may be able to communicate basic 
information. 

Limitation—Curious 
• Half-mad to go into dangerous situations for academic motivations, you are more interested in 

answers than in safety. This can sometimes cause problems. 
 

Levels Starting Equipment 
1st   Teacher 
2nd  Professor 
3rd   Expert 
4th   Authority 

A satchel of reference books, a spare robe, wide leather belt, bag of specimen 
containers, several journals, quill and ink, charcoal pencils, magnifying glass. 
 
Starting Coin: 5d10 gp. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Sketch Artist. Constant ability. Can draw glyphs, portraits, statues, etc.— visual representation as 

needed given a few minutes to do so. Skilled enough for the accurate work to be useful. 
 
• Cartographer. Constant ability. Can accurately read and draw maps. Upon studying a map, can 

identify one useful conclusion from it that others would miss. 
 
• Educated Poise. Constant ability. Can relate to nobility and the educated with comfortable ease, 

gaining +2 to any attribute needed in social dealings with them (usually cunning, daring, 
commitment, charm, and awareness.) 

 
• Scholar of Note. Rested. About once per session or setting, NPCs created with Awesome Points are 

more connected, expert, reputable, or powerful than those normally generated. 
 
• Conversationalist. Rested. Widely read, you can engage just about anyone in conversation on 

something that interests them. Gain +2 on a Charm check. 
 
Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. Your theories about a lost race underground were mocked in academic circles. Get proof. 
2. While a local ruin has been thoroughly scoured over time, you have evidence they missed something. 
3. To gain tenure at your institution, you must publish an academic paper requiring some field work. 
4. Your uncle dug too deep into forbidden knowledge and became a necromancer. You aren’t like him! 
5. Banished from your university for dueling. Well, now you’ll need that sword. 
6. A whirlwind romance with a student led to a lot of angry male relatives pursuing you. 
7. The Dean stole your work and got promoted. He’ll not enjoy his new post long. 
8. You wish people would just shut up about the fire in the library. It was an accident. 
9. Only three books left to collect, and you’ll have all 87 that Dovidicai the Sage wrote on zoology. 
10. Your father insists you’ll be a lawyer. So you traded your inheritance for all this wonderful freedom. 
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